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 We have a few more days of Summer, so I’m well within my clerical rights 

to share with you one more Summer Camp parable before the Pumpkin Spice 

begins to flow and we begin to whisper of sweaters and share woes of raking and 

frosted up car windows. Brian has begun saying, almost daily, that Winter is 

Coming, so I know I’m short on time for these stories. 

 There’s a guitarist on staff at our Fahs UU Summer Camp for children and 

youth. He plays a whole range of songs, and helps to keep energy up when we’re 

sitting around too long. It’s the usual mix of camp songs and Beatles’ hits. But I 

noticed early in the week he was walking around mouthing lyrics to himself and 

practicing a tune that I haven’t heard anyone sing live in years. I remember saying, 

I think he’s trying to learn a new song- is he going to sing that here?! Then one 

worship service when we were stuck inside due to the rainy weather - he sang it. 

We just heard it from our choir - “Closer to Fine” from the Indigo Girls. 

 Now most of the kids can sing along to pretty much anything he leads them 

with in song, and even do pretty well with most of the Beatles songs, but the 

Indigo Girls are just too far afield from Taylor Swift to fly. Me - on the other hand 

- I’m singing line for line (and catching a couple of spots where he tripped over the 

lyrics.) I look around and notice that there are a few other people -- all also over --- 

let’s just say “over a certain age” who are also singing right along. When the song 

is over, I realize the youth at my table are all staring at me. One wide-eyed teen girl 

leans over and whispers - “you really know every line to that song? wow. I’ve 

never heard it before.” And in a moment that I surely will never forget, forever 

enshrining me in the over 40 crowd, I reply “that song was huge when I was your 

age.” (oh man, did I just say that out loud…) Meanwhile - some of you here, right 

now, are thinking in response “oh just wait, 40 is nothing.” And so the wheel 

turns... 
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 When I was in high school, this song was probably my theme song; certainly 

by college. Growing up can be hard, and a song that reminds you to stop trying to 

find perfection, and just aim for fine, can be life-saving when you’re navigating the 

big challenges in life. (Show of hands) Who here has ever had to deal with 

“growing up?” It’s incredible, how we all go through that - for our whole lives - 

and each one of us secretly thinks we could have done it better somewhere along 

the way. It’s the sin of perfectionism. We pretend there’s this ideal that we can 

reach, and every foot short from it is a mar against our character, and even worse, a 

mar against our value as a person. 

 Perfectionism kills a little bit of us inside. It disconnects us from the world 

before us in all its wonder and pain. We create a fall sense of self that we can never 

achieve, and then when we don’t achieve it, that false sense of self keeps us from 

staying connected to a sense of reverence for life and for ourselves. I don’t talk 

about the concept of sin too much, because so much of religion has twisted what it 

points to, but when I do talk about sin, this is what I’m talking about. It’s when we 

go down the wrong path and confuse whatever is going on inside our heads and our 

egos with what is true and awe-inspiring in the world around us; especially when 

we replace that sense of reverence with this new sense of perfectionism.  

 The world around us is always in reach. Reverence for life teaches us not to 

put something on a pedestal, but to relate to it with tenderness and maybe a healthy 

sense of trepidation. Perfectionism distances us from whatever we put on that 

pedestal. It can be very painful when the thing we put up there is our sense of self. 

We idolize what we can’t be, and then replace the good of what we are with the 

pain of what is not. We distance ...us... from ... us. In the quest for the better me, 

we lose who we are; we lose our birthrights. 

 But that quest for perfection, doesn’t only impact our own souls; it creates 

cycles of pain for those around us too. When we allow ourselves to adhere to 
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impossible standards, we implicitly tell the people around us that they should be 

doing the same thing. When we’re overly hard on ourselves, we nurture a sick 

culture that encourages all around us to buy into it too. All that weird peer 

pressure, and projectile insecurities, that we often just call “Middle School” 

continues into adulthood, into our PTA meetings, into our work conference rooms, 

and yes, into our houses of worship too. 

 Perfectionism can be paralyzing for a community. We can start fixating on 

how to improve every single little thing that we lose focus on our mission, and our 

purpose: as a community of openness, mindfulness and reverence. Our own 

Fellowship’s mission recognizes that “in religious community we nurture our 

individual spirits by caring for one another and helping to heal the world.” We 

don’t come here to be perfect. We come here to live with compassion, for 

ourselves, with each other, and in the greater aim of building a world centered in 

those values - the dream of the Beloved Community. We raise our children with 

those values of justice, equity and compassion, and we hold one another 

accountable for those virtues in our lived experience. But we don’t come here to be 

perfect.  

 Perfection is exhausting. It’s the group fantasy that tells us that if we just try 

harder and longer, then the magical, mythical “what if” will some day come. But 

it probably never will - or not in the way our egos want it to come. As you know, I 

got married a few months ago, and in many weddings, the clergy talk about 

patience, forbearance and kindness. Those three things are the foundation for any 

successful marriage. Perfection is not included - thankfully. Successful marriages 

don’t last - and they certainly don’t thrive - on perfection - so it’s left out of the 

ceremonies. The myth of perfection is probably a contributing factor to many 

divorces. It’s exhausting, and we have to learn to let it go. 
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 I see that struggle for parents today. I watch our youth exhaust themselves 

working longer and harder at school. Test after test. AP after AP. It’s a level of 

achievement that stays full throttle for far too many years. Then I see the pressure 

on teenagers to plan courses for college programs they “think” they’re going to 

major in years down the road. I changed my college major 5 times. In High School, 

I took 3 versions of every science course you could imagine. Funny where I ended 

up. But during that whole time, I felt the very real pressure of perfectionism in 

school for subjects that at the time I just knew I had to take.  Perfectionism is 

exhausting. 

 I see it here from time to time too in our Fellowship. We have to work on 

our social media presence, or we could wave a magic wand and the parking lot 

would have been completed 50 years ago. You know, I was talking with one of our 

longest time members here last Sunday, and she pointed out that we used to have 

mud trucks in our lot in the 1960’s that would help cars break loose from mud 

ditches. We had mud trucks! So for those of you intrepid leaders who have been 

working diligently for two years to lead us through a complicated and major 

grounds improvement, that will make our property safer, more attractive and 

certainly honor our commitment to our members and friends who are buried in our 

memorial garden - know that this project has had two generations of leaders 

struggle to make it a reality - and you are just about there. Don’t get exhausted 

with the idea that it was going to be easy or that there was a more perfect way to do 

it. 

 I see it with our growing, dynamic youth ministry. We had a heigh day in 

our Fellowship some 10-15 years ago, where we had around 150 children and 

youth in our school. I think a couple years before I arrived, we were down to a 

dozen on Sunday morning.  We can allow ourselves to get exhausted by the that 

shrinking of our program, and mourn the friends who moved away, or passed on. 
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Or we can celebrate all the families that have recently returned; just this past 

Wednesday, our DRE Starr led the start of a new mid-week youth program with 13 

teens coming to the first gathering. We can exhausted by the ideal of perfection - 

which might unrealistically match our memories of a 1950’s Sunday School where 

everyone in town still went to church. But we can also realize that in the 1950’s we 

didn’t have that here. It’s an ideal that wasn’t real for us. But we are - now - 

building strong ties in our religious education program that creates safe places for 

our children and youth. And that safe place may be the only safe place for some of 

our kids who are dealing with bullying, or coming out as gay, or who identify as a 

gender other than the one they were assigned at birth. Unitarian Universalism is 

that place for so many of our kids. It’s not perfect, but as a former kid who had to 

come out, I can tell you that I’d rather a place that was kind and real than a place 

that was perfect. Perfection is exhausting. 

 We’re also dealing with financial challenges. Most houses of worship are 

these days, and we’re not different. We’re thankfully growing by a small amount, 

at a time when many of our congregations are shrinking by a large amount. 

Tragically, we continue to weather a period where we have seen members and 

friends, and family members die in our community every other month. I’ve been 

with you through two years of this grief. When we’re grieving, we can not fixate on 

perfection. Perfection has so saving grace or meaning. It just distracts us from real 

human connection. And in a time when so many of us must mourn and grieve, the 

reckless quest for perfection is a major barrier to the healing of broken hearts. 

 In the realm of good news - our end of year appeal for closing last year’s 

budget gap - was a major success. We still had to draw from our Endowment to 

manage necessary maintenance work on our grounds and building, but our 

Treasurer tells me that through a mixture of that Close the Gap drive, a better than 

expected Stewardship year, and some increases in rental income, we ended last 
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year balanced despite fears of having between a $40,000 and $60,000 deficit. We 

are still in a deficit for this current year, and Stewardship tells me that we are still 

awaiting responses from 34 members regarding our current year’s pledges. So if 

you are one of those folks, please reach out to Stewardship or myself, or return 

their outreach efforts - I swear they are lovely people! We really do need that 

support from all our members who are able. Likewise, our Membership team and 

our Stewardship team both need new folk to help support them. They are filled 

with some great people, but it’s work for more than a few. Please come up to me if 

you’re interested in learning more after the service. 

 Before I end the sermon, I want to mention one bit of housekeeping related 

to perfection. Our Board of Trustees has said this as several forums and 

congregational meetings, but I know not everyone can stay for them, so sharing it 

at the pulpit is important. I’ve heard from several folks that there’s a concern that 

our Board doesn’t have a plan for balancing our budget. Personally, I feel there’s a 

world of difference between not having all the answers and not having a plan. You 

may have noticed this September an upsurge in our use of social media. After 

inviting our friends to our Fellowship, the number one way we bring in newcomers 

is our social media presence. Likewise, Bridgette, our Communications Specialist 

is almost done with a rework of our website. Our Office Administrator, Susie, has 

relied more heavily on volunteers to handle certain secretarial duties, and she had 

put more of our her time in managing the building and rental income. Our DRE has 

began supporting our Membership team, and we are both reimagining how we can 

make our community on Sunday more inviting to everyone. We also have a new 

Development Team that is working on external fundraisers with some nifty ideas. 

So increased public presence, better external fundraising, better social media 

utilization, renewed energy in our membership program, and better enabling our 

building to pay for itself through rentals. We do not have all the answers, but there 
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very much is a well thought out plan in place. Perfection is exhausting, but we are 

trying our best, and we do have a way forward. 

 So how does this all relate to our theme this month? How does this help us 

to better be a People of Invitation? Next Sunday, I’ll be preaching on the origins of 

Universalism in the US. We are organizing a “Bring a Friend to the Fellowship” 

for next Sunday. Inviting our friends to our religious community is the number one 

way folks find us, so please do consider doing it. I’ll prepare a newcomer-friendly 

sermon, (and try not to have another parable from the Summer time when I do it.) 

But being a people of invitation means we can’t be a people of perfection. None of 

us come religious community for perfection. We come in our brokenness, and our 

hopelessness, and our joy and our yearning and our striving and with our curiosity 

and seeking love. When we get here, we don’t judge us by how perfect we are, but 

how caring we are; how connecting we are; how relevant we are. The Catholic 

Pope recently chided his churches that failed to care for the downtrodden and those 

in need saying they should be taxed if they won’t help the needy. I don’t always 

agree with Pope Francis, but he offers strong leadership in this regard. Our outward 

stance supporting non-profits and community groups across the globe through our 

Beyond Our Walls ministry is one foundation for our Fellowship. Our work toward 

housing a Cold Weather Shelter five months a year is another foundation of our 

ministry. Our presence and stability for our teens who need a warm, safe home to 

explore who they are, and become who they are, without the pressure of perfection 

or conformity, is another foundation of our Fellowship. Perfection may be 

exhausting, and our newcomers will have no patience or need for it; but 

compassion and forbearance, patience and forgiveness give us life and connect us 

to our center. Be open to mistakes; be mindful of one another, and revere that 

which is before us - in all its glory and all its fragilities -  more than our worship of 
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finding mistakes and shortcomings. Perfection is exhausting, but community is 

where we come home. 

  


